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Total Turkey signed a contract with Mepsan for 3 more years

A global leader in energy, Total Turkey has decided to use Smartline L type fuel dispensers by
Mepsan, for 3 more years. 

Mepsan Country Manager Oğuz Yavuz explained the reasons for Total’s decision of choosing Smartline
series dispensers: "The protective solutions against user errors, POS/cash register customization
options, and MID & Atex certified hydraulic units."



Yavuz says “We are honored to be the global supplier of Total Turkey which is a leading company in
the industry. Our strength is to offer competitive products in international norms developed by our
own R&D department. 

Mepsan becomes the first company to be awarded "High-Tech Product Domestic Good
Certification"

As part of the “Domestic Good Certificate Promotion” program organized by Turkish Union of
Chambers and Commodity Exchanges (TOBB) at the conference hall of Konya Chamber of Commerce
(KTO), Konya Chamber of Industry (KSO) members were presented “Domestic Good Certification".

Mepsan became the first company to be awarded “High-Tech Product Domestic Good Certificate”
among the 14 companies that were granted certificates in Konya.

Receiving the “Domestic Good Certificate” from Konya Governor Muammer Erol on behalf of Mepsan,
Executive Director Mr. Orkun Acar says “Given the fact that Turkey imports many of its requirements
currently, supporting domestic production shall release Turkey of dependence on foreign countries
and contribute to a more developed country economy”. Acar goes on to explain that they “implement
the innovations that would take Mepsan to the future so as to render that support sustainable and aim
to establish a long-term business partnership with the customers by means of alterations that would
increase operational power”.

Indicating that Mepsan continued its growth by keeping up with domestic developments as a
company that is sensitive to the requirements of the market, shares its power derived from 
production and acting with the principle of forming long-term strategic business partnerships with
customers rather than assuming the standard manufacturing outlook of especially foreign companies,
Acar says “Currently, we are active in 40 countries in global market and our aim is to become a
leading global brand in addition to contributing to the economy of our country”.

Mepsan makes training efforts for after-sales services and qualified human resources

Based on its mission to create sustainable value with customer oriented services, Mepsan After-Sales
Services Department endeavors to respond to the requests of customers completely and in a timely
manner by means of its service network available all over Turkey.

Mepsan After-Sales Services is especially sensitive to achieve high-quality installation, maintenance,
repair operations by means of qualified human resources and technical trainings.

Recently, 147 qualified technicians from 44 regional services were given product electronics,
mechanics, automation and Sec-G training. The technicians succeeding in the practical and
theoretical examinations organized after the training were granted proficiency certificates.

After-Sales Services Department Manager İbrahim Çelik indicated that the training sessions would be
organized on a continuous basis so as to satisfy customer requirements and expectations in the
shortest time possible.
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Mepsan offers training support to AYGAZ FSM'S

AYGAZ, the largest LPG importer of Europe with its nearly 3,800 bottled gas dealers and autogas
stations in 81 cities, received “Brugg Pipe Product and Assembly Training” from Mepsan.

Under the organization in Konya Plant of Mepsan, theoretical and practical “Brugg Pipe Product and
Assembly Training” was offered to the executive personnel of Aygaz Failure Solution Centre (FSM) and
engineering companies from all over Turkey. The training aimed to gain proficiency on “Brug piping
applications” to the participants.

The sole steel-made, flexible pipe brand in the world, Brugg focuses on industry, building technique,
heat network and fuel stations. Brugg also offers services with superior geometrical pipes produced
for transferring liquids and gases aboveground and underground. 

During the practical and theoretical training, the participants were duly informed of the important
matters about Brugg pipes of all different sizes. It was indicated that all kinds of potential problems
might be prevented by complying with the assembly procedures.

LPG Sales Engineer Erhan Özkun gave information about the training: “A technical training was given
about Brugg which is the only steel-made, flexible pipe brand in the world and we aim to prevent
application errors by increasing awareness level through those training activities”.

Mepsan After-Sales Services Department Manager İbrahim Çelik explained that they planned to
continue with theoretical and practical training sessions which are important for updating the
information and raising awareness in participants. Çelik concluded his words by saying that the
biggest investment is the one made to education and human resources.

Mepsan penetrates into Malaysian market

Undertaking important and prestigious projects domestically and internationally, Mepsan made a new
achievement in global markets.

Mepsan, which was awarded an important governmental tender in Malaysia, expanded its global
operational domain by enlarging Stawiz Automation System and Smartline Dispenser network. Under
the state project, dispensers and automation systems are installed in 30 different cities for following
online fuel delivery.
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